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Abstract - Accidents are very common in big cities as there are many modes of transport and roads are congested and overcrowded. 

. Accidents often result in tragic loss of life and material. A large no of accidents are caused by the carelessness of the drivers and 

their ignorance and negligence of the traffic rules. Drowsiness is one key factor for road accidents. Researchers are being done to 

detect drowsiness and many techniques have been introduced .In this paper, the authors analyze the issue of drowsiness,              

propose a method to detect drowsiness and elaborate on its advantages and limitations. The approach is based on a  combination of 

Physiological  and  Vision based measures We  conclude  that  by combining a unique non-intrusive  physiological  measures  with  

other  measures  help   accurately  determine  the  drowsiness  level  of  a  driver. This contributes positively towards preventing 

accidents by alerting the driver. 

 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

According to available statistical data India’s daily death 

toll due to road accidents is more than four times the 

annual death toll from terrorism. As many as 139,671 

people lost their lives on India’s roads during 2014 – 382 

deaths every day. Speeding is the single factor responsible 

for the maximum number of deaths on Indian roads. 

During 2014, 57,844 deaths – 41% of the total – were due 

to accidents caused by speeding. Increasing incidents of 

road accidents on state\national highways, including 

Kanpur-Allahabad-Varanasi, Allahabad-Luck now, 

Allahabad-Reewa and Kokhraj-Handia routes, has 

become a cause for concern. Over 43 persons were killed 

on state\national highways in the last five months, forcing 

police authorities to find out the reason behind it. Initial 

police reports claimed that rash driving and sleepiness on 

the part of drivers were two prime factors behind the 

increasing cases ofroad accidents. 

 

(TABLE.1 Road accidents in India from 2003 to 2011) 

 
 

The drivers drive under stress on highways, 

especially during nights, and as a result, they mostly lose 

control over the vehicle and become the victims of 

accidents.     

 
(FIG.1 Accidents in India from 2003 to 2011) 

 

A driver who falls asleep at the wheel loses 

control of the vehicle, an action which often results in a 

crash with either another vehicle or stationary objects. In 

order to prevent these devastating accidents, the state of 

drowsiness of the driver should be monitored.  The 

following measures have been used widely for monitoring 

drowsiness:  

 

A. Physiological measures 

 

 electrocardiogram (ECG),  

 electromyogram (EMG), 

 electrooculogram (EOG) and 
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 electroencephalogram (EEG) 

 

     B. Vision based measures 

 

 eye closure,  

 eye blinking,  

 head pose. 

 

II. DEFINING DROWSINESS 
 

The term “drowsy” means decreased level of 

consciousness characterized by sleepiness and difficult in 

REMaining alert but easy arousal by stimuli. Sleep is 

divided into two broad types’ rapid eye movement (REM 

sleep) and non-rapid eye movement (NREM or non-REM 

sleep). Each type has a distinct set of physiological and 

neurological features associated with it. REM sleep is 

associated with dreaming, desynchronized and faster 

brain waves, loss of muscle tone, and suspension 

of homeostasis
. 

During non-REM sleep, the brain uses 

significantly less energy during sleep than it does in 

waking. In areas with reduced activity, the brain restores 

its supply of adenosinetriphosphate (ATP), the molecule 

used for short-term storage and transport of energy. 

 

III. NREM STAGES 

Stage 1 

Stage 1 sleep is a transition period for the other 3 stages 

of non-REM sleep. It occurs for 1-7minutes. This sleep is 

characterized by low voltage, mixed frequency EEG, 

rolling eye movements. The brain activity is given in the 

EEG. 

 

 
(FIG.2 Stage 1 of NREM sleep EEG recording) 

 

Stage 2 
Stage 2 is an average person's sleep each night which is of 

40 to 45 percent. A sleep spindle is a rapid wax and wane 

of the EEG waves in a 1 to 2 second interval, while a K-

complex is a large wax and wane of the wave that 

somewhat resembles a mountain. 

 

 

(FIG.3 Stage 2 of NREM sleep) 

 

Stage 3 
Stage 3 and stage 4 are similar and both fall into the 

category of slow wave sleep. As they have high 

amplitude waves in the EEG. The waves occurring in this 

stage is said to be as delta waves. 

 
(FIG.4 Stage 3 of NREM sleep) 

Stage 4 
Stage 4 is also a  slow wave sleep period. In order to 

detect a  stage 4 sleep the high amplitude delta waves 

must be present in more than 50 percent of the epoch, as 

the below EEG. 

 
 

(FIG.5 Stage 4 of NREM sleep) 

 

IV. REM STAGES 

 

 
(FIG.6 REM sleep wave forms) 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rapid_eye_movement_sleep
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Non-rapid_eye_movement_sleep
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Homeostasis
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Adenosine_triphosphate
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(TABLE.2 REM sleep frequency, amplitude and 

waveform) 

 

 

 

 

V. METHODS TO MEASURE DROWSINESS 
 

A. Subjective Measures 

B. Physiological measure 

C. Vision based measure 

 

A. Subjective Measure 

Subjective measures that evaluate the level of 

drowsiness are based on the driver’s personal estimation. 

Here we use Multiple Sleep latency test to estimate driver 

drowsiness level.A MSLT is a diagnostic test used to 

determine sleep disorders in which excessive daytime 

sleepiness is the primary complaint. It is always a follow-

up test to the overnight PSG which is used to rule out 

other sleep disorders such as sleepapnea, restless leg 

syndrome, parasomnias, and others. The most common 

sleep disorders that MSLTs diagnose 

are narcolepsy and idiopathic hypersomnia. A MSLT is 

also useful in differentiating between the two sleep 

disorders as their symptoms are very similar in nature. 

Shortly after having a PSG, patients come in during the 

daytime for their sleep test during which they are given 5 

scheduled naps each 20 minutes long and separated by 2 

hours apart. The purpose of the tests is to determine how 

likely and quickly a patient falls asleep during the day in a 

relaxed and quiet environment. During these nap periods, 

patients are in a dark, quiet, comfortable atmosphere 

devoid of any distractions, stimulations, or environmental 

factors that may prevent them from sleeping. Patients are 

hooked up to the same monitoring equipment during their 

nap times as they are during an overnight PSG.:.A 

registered polysomnographic technologist (RPSGT) will 

monitor and record the data in an adjacent room and will 

wake the patient up at the 20 minute mark that concludes 

each nap period. The main function of the test is to 

determine sleep latency and sleep onset REM periods .In 

most people, sleep latency takes approximately 5-15 

minutes to pass from wakefulness into the first stages of 

sleep. For patients with idiopathic hypersomnia (IH) and 

narcolepsy, sleep latency occurs much more quickly. 

Patients with IH usually have a sleep latency of 8 minutes 

or less, and patients with narcolepsy have a sleep latency 

of 5 minutes or less. For normal sleepers, the first cycle of 

REM sleep occurs around 70-90 minutes after sleep 

begins. The same is true for those with idiopathic 

hypersomnia. However, one of the most telling 

differences between narcolepsy and IH is that those 

suffering from narcolepsy experience very quick sleep 

onset REM periods at under 15 minutes. 

 

 

 

B. Physiological Measure 

As drivers become drowsy, a variety of 

physiological changes take place during the different 

stages of sleep. Periods of non-REM sleep are 

characterized by decreases in muscletone, heart rate, 

breathing, blood pressure, and metabolic rate. All these 

parameters reach their lowest values during slow-wave 

sleep. In non-REM sleep, body movements are reduced 

compared to wakefulness, although it is common to 

change sleeping position (tossing and turning). Periods of 

REM sleep, in contrast, are characterized by increases in 

blood pressure, heart rate, and metabolism to levels 

almost as high as those found in the awake state. The 

sensors are placed in the steering and they are detected 

from the driver touch. The acquired signals are then 

converted into mat lab and then an alarm is rung to wake 

the drowsy driver. 

 

C. Vision Based Measure 

A person who is drowsy will displays a number 

of characteristic like facial movements, including rapid 

and constant blinking, nodding or swinging their head, 

and frequent yawning. Many other characteristics like 

eyelid closure, reflecting slow eyelid closures, inner eye 

brow rise, outer eye brow rise lip stretch and eye blink. 

The main drawback of using vision-based approach is the 

flash light since normal camera hence we use Light 

Emitting Diode (LED). LED is mostly used at night as 

they are robust in the daylight. During day we use simple 

CCD or web camera and IR camera during night at 

around 30 fps. These cameras are placed near the rear 

view mirror. After acquiring the video some techniques 

http://www.alaskasleep.com/blog/types-of-sleep-apnea-explained-obstructive-central-mixed
http://www.alaskasleep.com/blog/what-is-restless-leg-syndrome-symptoms-causes-treatments
http://www.alaskasleep.com/blog/what-is-restless-leg-syndrome-symptoms-causes-treatments
http://www.alaskasleep.com/blog/what-is-restless-leg-syndrome-symptoms-causes-treatments
http://www.alaskasleep.com/blog/bid/319589/Six-Types-of-Parasomnia
http://www.alaskasleep.com/blog/narcolepsy-definition-symptoms-causes-treatment
http://www.alaskasleep.com/blog/what-is-idiopathic-hypersomnia-always-feeling-sleepy
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/n/neurosci/A2251/def-item/A2648/
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/n/neurosci/A2251/def-item/A2380/
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like eye-tracking algorithm, image processing and 

raspberry pie. 

 

VI. CONVERT SENSOR SIGNAL TO MATLAB 

SIGNAL 

 

Data Acquisition Toolbox in conjunction with 

the MATLAB technical computing environment gives 

you the ability to measure and analyze physical 

phenomena. A typical data acquisition system consists of 

these components.At the heart of any data acquisition 

system lies the data acquisition hardware. The main 

function of this hardware is to convert analog signals to 

digital signals, and to convert digital signals to analog 

signals.Sensors and actuators can both be transducers. A 

transducer is a device that converts input energy of one 

form into output energy of another form. For example, a 

microphone is a sensor that converts sound energy (in the 

form of pressure) into electrical energy, while a 

loudspeaker is an actuator that converts electrical energy 

into sound energy.Sensor signals are often incompatible 

with data acquisition hardware. To overcome this 

incompatibility, the signal must be conditioned. For 

example, you might need to condition an input signal by 

amplifying it or by REMoving unwanted frequency 

components. Output signals might need conditioning as 

well. However, only input signals conditioning is 

discussed in this topic. The computer provides a 

processor, a system clock, a bus to transfer data, and 

memory and disk space to store data. Data acquisition 

software allows you to exchange information between the 

computer and the hardware. For example, typical software 

allows you to configure the sampling rate of your board, 

and acquire a predefined amount of data. 

 

(FIG.7Block diagram of converting sensor signals to 

computer signals) 

 

The figure depicts the two important features of a data 

acquisition system: 

 

 Signals are input to a sensor, conditioned, 

converted into bits that a computer can read, and 

analyzed to extract meaningful information. For 

example, sound level data is acquired from a 

microphone, amplified, digitized by a sound 

card, and stored in MATLAB workspace for 

subsequent analysis of frequency content. 

 

 Data from a computer is converted into an 

analog signal and output to an actuator. For 

example, a vector of data in MATLAB 

workspace is converted to an analog signal by a 

sound card and output to a loudspeaker. 

 

The computer provides a processor, a system clock, a bus 

to transfer data, and memory and disk space to store data. 

The processor controls how fast data is accepted by the 

converter. The system clock provides time information 

about the acquired data. Knowing that you recorded a 

sensor reading is generally not enough. Data is transferred 

from the hardware to system memory via dynamic 

memory access (DMA) or interrupts. DMA is hardware 

controlled and therefore extremely fast. Interrupts might 

be slow because of the latency time between when a 

board requests interrupt servicing and when the computer 

responds. The maximum acquisition rate is also 

determined by the computer's bus architecture. Regardless 

of the hardware used, we must send information to the 

hardware and receive information from the hardware. 

Configuration information to the hardware such as the 

sampling rate, and receive information from the hardware 

such as data, status messages, and error messages. 

 

VII. SAMPLE HAIRIO 

Sample drowsiness detector system acquire EEG, 

ECG, EMG, EoG, MSLT signals and then they are 

imposed into the data acquisition system from there are 

converted into Analog signal with the help of Mat Lab 

and they ring the alarm which in turn wakes or alerts the 

drowsy driver and prevents him from causing accidents. 
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(FIG.8 Block diagram of sample Hairio) 

 

 

 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

 This paper has given various methods of 

detecting drowsiness of a driver. The various methods 

used to detect drowsiness are vision based method, 

physiological measure and subjective measure. When 

compared to the other methods physiological measure to 

detect drowsiness is high and accuracy is more. However 

they can also use contactless electrodes. Even thought we 

detect drowsiness preventing accidents depends on the 

driver and the environment in which he drives. 
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